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Introductions



About searching in different databases
Fields of searching

PubMed lets you search millions of bibliographic
citations and abstracts in the fields of medicine,
nursing, dentistry, veterinary medicine, the health
care system, and preclinical sciences. It provides
access to MEDLINE® and to articles in selected
life sciences journals not included in MEDLINE.
PubMed is a free resource. It was developed and
maintained by the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) at the U.S.
National Library of Medicine (NLM) located at
the National Institutes of Health.

How do I search PubMed?
1. Identify the key concepts for your search.
 2. Enter the terms (or key concepts) in the
search box.
 3. Press enter key, or click GO.


Example:What role does Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV) have
in cervix cancer?
The key concepts are:
Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV)
Cervix cancer

A spell checking
feature suggests
alternative spellings
for PubMed search
terms that may
include misspellings.

Additional search
options are available
in the tabs, located
directly beneath the
search box. e.g.
misspellings.

To modify your
current search,
change your search
terms in the search
box or in Details.

How do I search by author?
•

Enter the author’s last name plus initials without
punctuation in the search box and click Go.

Example:
Shakiba B

•

If you only know the author’s last name, use the author
search field tag [au].

Example:
Irani (Au)

OR…
• Click

the Limits tab to use the author search builder
that includes an autocomplete feature.

Notes:
Full author names may be searched for citations
published from 2002 forward if the full author name is
available in the article. Enter a full author name in
natural or inverted order, e.g., julia s wong OR wong
julia s.
Use the [au] search tag if the author name is also a
subject term, e.g., moran a [au]. If you do not use the
[au] search tag, moran a will search as "moran
A"[Substance Name] OR moran a [Text Word].
Author names are automatically truncated to account
for varying initials and designations such as Jr. To turn
off the truncation, use double quotes around the
author's name with the author search field tag [au],
e.g., "smith j" [au].

More information about full
author searching:
A comma following the last name for searching is
optional. For some names, however, it is necessary to
distinguish which name is the last name by using the
comma following the last name, e.g., james, ryan.
 Omit periods after initials and put all suffixes at the
end, e.g., vollmer charles jr
 Initials and suffixes are not required, if you include a
middle initial or suffix, you will only retrieve citations
for articles that were published using the middle
initial or suffix.
 To distinguish author initials that may match a full
author name use the [fau] search tag, e.g., peterson
do[fau].


How do I search by journal
name?
•
•

•
•

1. Click Journals Database on the PubMed sidebar.
2. Enter the full journal name or title or ISSN number
or standard international code abbreviation in the
search box.
3. Add any additional search terms.
4. Enjoy it!

Examples:



molecular biology of the cell drosophila
International journal of oral and maxillofacial surgery

OR…
• Click the Limits tab to use the journal search builder
that includes an autocomplete feature.

More information:








If a journal title is also a MeSH term (e.g., Gene Therapy, Science, or Cell),
PubMed will search the untagged term as MeSH. Tag the journal title by
using the Journal Title search field [ta] to search for the journal (e.g.,
gene therapy[ta]).
If a journal title is a single word, tag the title using the Journal Title
search field (e.g., scanning[ta]). Otherwise, PubMed will search the
untagged single word journal title as a MeSH term (if applicable) or as
All Fields.
Since older citations may not have an ISSN Searching with the full
journal title, title abbreviation is recommended for complete retrieval
of indexed items.
If a journal title or title abbreviation includes a special character (e.g.,
parentheses, brackets, &), enter the title or abbreviation without the
special characters. For example, to search j hand surg[am], enter j hand
surg am.

How do I search by date?
1)
2)

3)

Click the Limits tab.
You may limit your search to articles published or
added to PubMed by a pre-set date range by
choosing the date range from the Dates menus or
enter any desired date range by selecting Specify
date range (YYYY/MM/DD) under the menus. Enter
a single date or a date range in the fill-in-the-blank
boxes. Month and day are optional. If you want to
search for a date range up to the current date, leave
the To date boxes blank.
Select additional search limits or add search terms to
the search box, if desired. Click Go.

More information:
Date of
Publication
[dp]

Entrez
Date
[edat]
The date the citation first
entered PubMed.

MeSH Date
[mhda]
The date the citation was indexed
with MeSH terms.

Searching for a date range in
the search box
Enter date ranges using a colon (:)
between each date followed by a [date
field].
 Comprehensive searches for a full year
should be entered as 2000:2000[dp]
rather than 2000 [dp] to retrieve citations
with a different print and electronic year
of publication.


Use the following format to search
for a relative date range

"last X
days“
"last X
months“
[Search Tag]

"last X
years“
[Search Tag]

[Search Tag]

How do I find a specific
citation?
when I have some information such as
authors names, journal name and
the year that the article was
published, what can I do?!

o 1. Click

Single Citation Matcher from the
PubMed sidebar.
o 2. Enter the information you have in the fill-inthe-blank boxes.
o 3. Do it!

how can we explain the search
results?
PubMed search results are displayed in a summary format, see the
Anatomy of Search Results here:

NOTES:
 Citations

are initially displayed 20 per page
with the most recently entered citations
displayed first.

 You

can mouse over a journal’s title
abbreviation to display the full journal name.

 And

if you want to display an abstract Click
on the authors’ names in a citation to see
the abstract (if it is available).

Understanding the Action Bar!

Displaying and Sorting Your Search
Results
Use the Action Bar, located at the top and bottom
of the search results, for:
• Changing the citation display format
• Changing the number of citations shown per
page
• Sorting your search results
• try "Send to“
• Move to another page of search results
• Add Filter Tabs using the tool symbol

FREE copies of some articles may
be obtained in these ways:








PubMed Central
PubMed Central is a free digital archive of full-text journal
articles maintained by the U.S. National Institutes of
Health.
To access the article, click the icon to go to the abstract
view and then click the “Free full text article in PubMed
Central” icon.
Free from the publisher
On the summary results the following icon indicates the
full-text article is available from the publisher’s Web site
free-of-charge.
To access the article, click the icon to go to the abstract
view and then click the free full text article icon.

Other ways of free access to the
articles:




If you are affiliated with a hospital, university, or
other institution
Your local medical library is your best option. If you see
icons for your library on the abstract view this indicates
that your library provides a link to the article, or has
the journal in its collection.
Local library
Some local libraries have copies of medical journals or
can get a copy of an article for you. Ask your local
librarian about inter-library loan options and if there
will be a charge.

Other ways…!




Direct from publisher
Journal publishers or related organizations may
provide access to articles for a fee or
sometimes free following your registration as an
individual or guest. When available, icons to
these sources can be found on the AbstractPlus,
Asbstract and Citation displays.
Another way!

I retrieved too many citations.
How can I focus my search?
• Replace general search terms with more specific
ones (e.g., use low back pain instead of back
pain).
• Add more search terms.
• Use PubMed’s Limits feature to restrict citations
by age group, language, publication type, date,
human studies, etc.
• The tool symbol to the right of the filter tabs links
you to My NCBI where you can change your filter
selections.

Examples:


If the search “heart disease” disorders retrieves too
many citations consider adding more specific search
terms to focus your results such as “ischemic heart
disease” disorders.



If the search “Amelogenesis Imperfecta” disorders
retrieves too many citations consider adding more
specific search terms to focus your results such as
“Hypomineralized
Amelogenesis
Imperfecta”
disorders.

LIMITS


You can limit your search by full text or free full text, age
group, gender, humans or animals studies, languages,
publication types, dates, and by other parameters. “Limits”
also includes a search builder for authors and journals.



The "in process" and "supplied by publisher" citations may be
excluded for some limit selections because they have not yet
completed the MEDLINE indexing process and may not include
these data.
When Limits are “in effect” a check will appear in the Limits tab
and your selected limits will display in a yellow bar. To turn off limits
click off the Limits tab check box and run a new search.
Go and Clear All Limits buttons are available at the bottom of the
Limits page. The Go button function at the top and bottom of the
page is equivalent.





More useful notes!
Selected limits will be activated for any subsequent searches except
for authors and journals. Author and journal selections will only be
included in subsequent searches if they are not cleared from the
PubMed search box.
 The journal search box also includes an autocomplete feature;
enter a name in the journal name box and you will see a list of
suggested names that gets shorter as you type more letters. As
soon as you see the journal title you are looking for, you may select
it.
 To add additional journals, click the Add Another Journal link to
open another journal search box.
 Journals will automatically move to the PubMed search box when
you click Go. Author and journal selections will only be included in
subsequent searches if they are not cleared from the PubMed
search box.


Another more useful note!


When you limit your search result based on age
groups or the type of material the article represents
such as clinical trial, meta analysis etc. PubMed
retrieval will be limited to MEDLINE citations. The "in
process" and "supplied by publisher" citations will be
excluded because they have not yet completed the
indexing process and will not include a Publication
Type.

I retrieved too few citations.
How can I expand my search?

• Click the Related Articles
link next to a relevant
citation. The link displays a
pre-calculated set of
PubMed citations closely
related to the selected
article.

• Remove
extraneous or
specific terms
from the search
box.

• Try using alternative
terms to describe the
concepts you are
searching.

Examples:


If the search “facial pain sleep disorders” disorders
retrieves too few citations consider removing search
terms to broader the search and retrieve more
citations such as, “pain sleep disorders”.



If the search “superficial spreading melanoma”
disorders retrieves too few citations consider
removing search terms to broader the search and
retrieve more citations such as,“melanoma”.

Previewing the number of search
results (Preview)







To preview the number of citations before displaying the
search results:
1. Click the Preview/Index tab.
2. Enter your search term(s) in the search box.
3. Click Preview. The number of results is displayed.
4. To display the citations, click the result link.
You can also use “preview” to add search terms

incrementally to refine your search before
retrieving the citations.

I’m not finding what I need.
How does a PubMed search
work?
Using “details” to match your results.
Examining different keywords.
Limiting and using history to catch the first citation.
…

Searching for a phrase


PubMed does not perform adjacency searching. However,
many phrases are recognized by the MeSH Translation Table
used in PubMed's Automatic Term Mapping (ATM) feature.
For example, if you enter fever of unknown origin, PubMed
recognizes this phrase as a MeSH concept. If a phrase is not
recognized you can instruct PubMed to bypass ATM and
search for a phrase using the formats outlined.

• Enclose the phrase in double quotes: “kidney allograft”
• Use a search tag: kidney allograft[tw]
• Use a hyphen: first-line
• Truncate: kidney allograft*

More information:


If you use a hyphen or quotes and the phrase is not
found, the hyphen or quotes are ignored and the
phrase is processed using automatic term mapping.
Phrases may appear in a PubMed record but not be in
the phrases index.



Truncating a word in a multi-word query may
result in an unexpected phrase search. For
example the search, fetus infection* maternal
will treat fetus infection* as a phrase. Check
Details to see the search translation.

Truncating search terms







To search for all terms that begin with a word, enter the
word followed by an asterisk (*).
PubMed searches for the first 600 variations of a truncated
term. If a truncated term (e.g., tox*) produces more than 600
variations, PubMed displays a warning message to lengthen
the root word to search for all endings.
Truncation turns off automatic term mapping and the
automatic explosion of a MeSH term. For example, heart
attack* will not map to the MeSH term Myocardial Infarction
or include any of the more specific terms, e.g., Myocardial
Stunning; Shock, Cardiogenic.
Truncating a word in a multi-word query may result in an
unexpected phrase search. For example the search, fetus
infection* maternal will treat fetus infection* as a phrase.

History


Previous searches can be combined or used in
subsequent searches using the search statement
number from History.



1. Click the History tab.
2. Click on the linked search statement number to display the
options menu that includes Boolean operators to AND, OR
or NOT your search to the search box. Alternatively you
can enter a number sign followed by the search number, e.g.,
#1, in the search box.
3. Add additional search terms into the search box or
combine with other searches.
4. Click Go.






Other history menu options:
• Delete the search from the History
• Go to re-run the search
• Details to display the search details
• Save in My NCBI (will be explained)

More information about the
History:
• The Search History will be lost after 8
hours of inactivity.

• Click Clear History to delete all searches
from History.
• PubMed will move a search statement
number to the top of the History if a new
search is the same as a previous search.
• History search numbers may not be
continuous because some numbers are
assigned to intermediate processes, such as
displaying a citation in another format.

More information about the
History:
• The maximum number of searches held in History
is 100. Once the maximum number is reached,
PubMed will remove the oldest search from the
History to add the most current search.
• A separate Search History will be kept for each
database, although the search statement numbers
will be assigned sequentially for all databases.
• Citations in the Clipboard are represented by the
search number #0, which may be used in Boolean
search statements. For example, to limit the citations
you have collected in the Clipboard to English
language citations, use the following search: #0 AND
english [la]. This does not change or replace the
Clipboard contents.

Displaying the Search Details
• The Query Translation box shows the search strategy
used to run the search.
• The Result number link displays the total number of
citations for the search.
• Translations details how each term was translated using
PubMed's search rules and syntax.
• User Query shows the search terms as you entered
them in the query box and any syntax errors with the
query.
• If your last action was displaying related article citations
or selected items in another format, details will indicate
this rather than the last query.

Printing Citations
 Use

the Printer selection under the Sent to menu on
your search results or the print function of your Web
browser. To display a printer-friendly version:
 1. In your search results, click the citation check
boxes. If you do not make any selections, PubMed will
select all citations on the current page.
 2. From the Send to menu, select Printer.
 3. Click Print this page and use the Print Dialog box
to choose your printer and print.
 4. Click Close this window to return to your search
results after printing.

Saving citations temporarily using
the Clipboard
To add citations to the Clipboard:
 1. In your search results, use the citation check boxes
to select citations. To save all your citations do not
click any check boxes.
 2. From the Send to menu, select Clipboard.
 3. To view your selections, click the Clipboard tab.
To delete citations from the Clipboard:
 1. Use the check boxes to select citations. To delete
all citations, do not click any check boxes.
 2. From the Send to menu, select Clip Remove.

More information about the
Clipboard:
• The Clipboard displays an asterisk if items have
been added and a mouseover of the Clipboard tab
displays the number of items.
 • The maximum number of items that can be placed
in the Clipboard is 500. If you select Clipboard
from the Send to menu without selecting citations
using the check box, PubMed will add all (up to 500
citations) of your search results to the Clipboard.
 • The Clipboard will not add a citation that is
currently in the Clipboard; it will not create
duplicate entries.


Another more information
about the Clipboard:




• PubMed uses cookies to add your selections
to the Clipboard. For you to use this feature,
your Web browser must be set to accept
cookies.
• Citations in the Clipboard are represented by
the search number #0, which may be used in
Boolean search statements. For example, to
limit the citations you have collected in the
Clipboard to English language articles, use the
following search: #0 AND english [la]. This does
not affect or replace the Clipboard contents.

Saving citations as a text file






1. In your search results, use the citation check
boxes to select citations. If you do not make any
selections, PubMed will save the entire retrieval.
2. From the Display menu, select a display
format.
3. From the Send to menu, select File.
4.Your Web browser will prompt you to save
the PubMed search results in a file on your
computer.

More information about saving
citations to a file:



• Saving a large retrieval may take several
minutes.
• To save citations in HTML format, use the Save
as... function of your browser. Change the file
extension to html. When saving as HTML, only
those citations displayed on the page will be
saved so you may want to consider changing the
number of citations shown per page.

Exporting citations into a reference
management program
Reference management software includes programs such as
EndNote, Reference Manager, and ProCite. Questions
regarding these commercial software packages should be
directed to the respective companies.
 1. In your search results, use the citation check boxes to
select citations. To export all the citations do not select
any citations.
 2. From the Display menu, select MEDLINE.
 3. From the Send to menu, select File.
 4. Import this file to your reference management
program.

E-mailing citations








1. In your search results, use the check boxes to select
citations. To e-mail all citations displayed on the page, do
not make any selections.
2. From the Send to menu, select E-mail.
3. Choose selections for Format, Sort, HTML or Text.
4. Enter an e-mail address.You may also enter a message
that will be included with the search results e-mail.
5. Click Mail. The system returns you to your results
page and displays a message confirming that
the e-mail message was sent.

Saving searches as RSS (Really
Simple Syndication) feeds






1. Run a search in PubMed.
2. Choose RSS Feed from the Send to menu.
3. On the RSS Feed Page you may edit the name of
the feed and limit the number of items to be
displayed, click Create Feed. If the number of citations
retrieved is greater than your “limit” number you will
have the option to link to PubMed to display the
entire retrieval.
4. Click the XML icon to display the XML and copy
and paste the URL into the subscribe form in your
RSS reader. Web browsers and RSS readers may use
different options to copy the feed.

Creating a URL to bookmark
your search





You can create a URL with your search terms that
can be bookmarked in your Web browser for future
use.
1. Run a search and then click Details.
2. Click URL below the Query Translation box.
3. Bookmark the URL using your Web browser
function.You can also copy the URL from the
Web browser’s URL address box.

More information about creating
a bookmark:




Searches that were created using a search
statement number in History (e.g., #1 OR #2
AND human[mh]) can not be saved using the
URL feature because search statements are lost
when History expires.You may use History
numbers to save a search in My NCBI.
After saving the bookmark, you may want to
use your Web browser's edit functions to
rename the bookmark.

Finding a citation using the
Single Citation Matcher
 The

Single Citation Matcher has a fill-inthe-blank form for searching for a citation
when you have some bibliographic
information, e.g., journal name, volume,
page number.

Click Single Citation Matcher on the PubMed
sidebar.
o Enter the bibliographic information you have.
o Click Go.
o

More information about using the
Single Citation Matcher:
• The journal box includes an autocomplete feature
that suggests titles as you enter a title
abbreviation or full title. Titles displayed by the
autocomplete menu are in ranked order based on
the number of citations in PubMed.
• After selecting a journal with special characters
(e.g., ampersand, colon) when using the Back
button to return to the Single Citation Matcher
you must clear and reenter the title.

More information about using the
Single Citation Matcher:
• The author box also includes an autocomplete
feature that suggests author names in ranked
order based on the number of citations. Full
author names may be searched for citations
published from 2002 forward if the full author
name is available in the article.
• Click either the 'Only as first author' or ‘Only as
last author’ checkbox to limit an author name to
the first or last author.

Combining search terms with Boolean
operators (AND, OR, NOT)
• AND retrieves results that include all the
search terms.
• OR retrieves results that include at least
one of the search terms.
• NOT excludes the retrieval of terms from
your search.

More information about using
Boolean operators:
Boolean operators must be used when combining
tagged search terms as follows: search term [tag]
BOOLEAN OPERATOR search term [tag].
• In a multi-word search PubMed will use Automatic
Term Mapping to identify concepts. For example,
for the search air bladder fistula, PubMed will search
"air bladder" as a phrase. If you do not want this
automatic phrase parsing, enter each term
separated by the Boolean operator AND, e.g., air
AND bladder AND fistula.
• Click Details to see how PubMed translated your
search strategy.

Finding articles related to a citation


Click the Related Articles link on the right side of a
citation.



The Related Articles link will retrieve a pre-calculated
set of PubMed citations that are closely related to the
selected article. The related articles will be displayed in
ranked order from most to least relevant, with the
“linked from” citation displayed first.

More information about Related Articles:
• The AbstractPlus display automatically includes the first 5
Related Article citations.
• Each citation in PubMed includes a link that retrieves a
pre-calculated set of citations that are closely related to
the selected article. PubMed creates this set by
comparing words from the title, abstract, and MeSH
terms using a word-weighted algorithm.
• If you select Related Articles from the Display menu
without selecting specific citations, PubMed will retrieve
the related articles for the citations displayed on the
page.

More information about Related Articles:
• Limits are NOT in effect when you use a Related Articles link.
After linking on Related Articles, although the box next to
Limits may be checked, there is no yellow bar displaying the
Limits in effect.
• You can, however, refine the list of Related Articles using
PubMed’s History feature. In History, you will see that the
Related Articles retrieval is represented as "Link to PubMed
from (PMID of document)." Use this Search number in a
search. (Keep in mind that the list you get with a Related
Articles link is displayed in ranked order from most to least
relevant. Refining the list removes the ranked order and may
remove citations that are most relevant.)
• Use the ELink utility to retrieve related articles for large sets
of citations.

Using Clinical Queries
• Search by Clinical Study Category
• Finding Systematic Reviews
• Medical Genetics Searches

Search by clinical study
category


The Clinical Study Category is a specialized search
method with built-in search filters that limit retrieval to
citations to articles reporting research conducted with
specific methodologies, including those that report
applied clinical research.

1. Click Clinical Queries from the PubMed sidebar
2. Click Search by Clinical Study Category
3. Enter your search term in the search box
4. Select a Category: therapy, diagnosis, etiology, or
prognosis
5. Select a Scope: “narrow, specific search or broad,
sensitive search
6. Click Go

Finding systematic reviews
1. Click Clinical Queries from the PubMed sidebar
2. Click Find Systematic Review
3. Enter your search terms in the search box
4. Click Go
 Alternatively, enter

search terms followed by AND
systematic[sb] into the search box. For example,
lyme disease AND systematic[sb].

Medical genetics searches
In PubMed, Medical Genetics Searches finds citations
related to various topics in medical genetics.
1. Click Clinical Queries from the PubMed
Sidebar
2. Select Medical Genetics Searches
3. Enter search terms in the search box
4. Change the search categories, if applicable
5. Click Go.

Check this out!

Finding related links for a
citation using LinkOut




Most PubMed citations have LinkOut links to a
variety of Web sites including publishers,
aggregators, libraries, biological databases,
sequence centers, and other resources. These
links can take you to the provider's site to obtain
the full-text of articles or related resources. There
may be a charge to access the text or
information.
To display the links associated with a single
citation click the Links menu and select LinkOut
to display the related links.

To see related links for more than one
citation…
1. In your search results, click the citation check
boxes. If you do not make any selections,
PubMed will show links for all citations on the
page.
2. From the Display menu, select LinkOut.




To find citations with links to free full-text
articles, enter search terms followed by AND
free full text[sb] in the search box.
So the rest!

Finding Bookshelf books that have
cited an article
1. In your search
results, click the
citation check
boxes. If you do
not make any
selections, PubMed
will select all
citations on the
page.

The Cited in
Books link is
available for
PubMed citations
cited in the
bibliography of a
Book in the
Bookshelf.

2. From the
Display menu,
select “Cited in
Books.”

Reporting broken or problem
links
Links are supplied by the LinkOut providers.
Corrections and changes to links are made by
the providers and are their responsibility.
To report problem links or inquire about
electronic journal subscriptions, contact the
provider directly.You can usually find a contact
link at the provider's Web site.

MeSH




PubMed MeSH (MEdical Subject Headings)
is the National Library of Medicine’s (NLM)
controlled vocabulary used for indexing articles
for the MEDLINE® subset of PubMed.
MeSH terminology provides a consistent way to
retrieve information where several different
terms may be used for the same concept.

Note:


MeSH terms apply only to Indexed for
MEDLINE citations. Other types of
citations (e.g. as supplied by publisher)
cannot be searched using MeSH terms.

Notes:







 PubMed: search PubMed with the term
 PubMed – Major Topic: search PubMed with the
MeSH term, retrieving only citations where the term is
a major focus
 Clinical Queries: put the MeSH term into the
Clinical Queries search box where the search may be
further refined
 NLM MeSH Browser: show the MeSH browser
Descriptor Data for this term including Scope Note,
Allowable Qualifiers and the MeSH Tree

Registering for My NCBI








1. Click Register on the My NCBI header.
2. Enter a User Name (3-10 alpha-numeric
characters) and a Password (6-8 alpha-numeric
characters).
3. Choose a security question and answer so we can
reset your password if you forget it.
4. To prevent automated programs from registering
accounts enter the characters displayed as an image
in the text box.
5. You can enter a default e-mail address. This e-mail
address will be used for both automatic email updates
and the Send to E-mail feature in PubMed.

Note:
• Record your user name for future
reference; we will not be able to access
this account information.
• Only one e-mail address may be
associated with each My NCBI account.
• A confirmation e-mail message will be
sent to the e-mail address to activate
automatic e-mail updates.

Signing in and out of My NCBI
1. Enter your user name and password.
 2. Click Sign In
 3. Click the "Keep me signed in unless I sign out"
checkbox to create a permanent cookie so after you
sign in, My NCBI will be indefinitely available from your
computer without signing in again.
 4. Click Sign Out from the My NCBI header to sign out.
Note:
 • If the “Keep me signed in” checkbox is not checked
your My NCBI account will be active for your current
session only.You will be automatically signed out after
you close your browser window.


Forgot your My NCBI password?
1. From the My NCBI Sign in page, select "I forgot my
password."
2. Enter your user name.
3. Click Next.
4. Answer the question you chose when you registered.
5. After verification, My NCBI will prompt you to set a
new password.
6. Make a note of the new password, you will need it to
Sign in to My NCBI.
7. Click Change.

Changing your My NCBI password
1. Sign in to My NCBI.
2. Click Change Password on the My NCBI
sidebar.
3. Enter your old password and new
password.
4. Click Change.

Saving your search & automatic email updates
1. Sign in to My NCBI.
2. Run or preview your search.You may use History
numbers in your search, however, PubMed processes
from left to right so order your search statement
numbers with this in mind, or use parentheses for
nesting.
3. Click the Save Search link next to the query box Clear
button. A separate window will open to prompt you for
additional information about the search you are saving.
4.You may edit the name of the search. The maximum
numbers of characters for the search name is 100. The
name of the saved search will be included in the Subject
of the automatic e-mail update messages.

Continuing saving your search &
automatic e-mail updates
5. Click the Yes radio button to receive automatic email updates of new search results or OK to
simply save the search.
6. If you selected Yes to receive e-mail updates of search
results, enter an address in the e-mail box if it is
empty.This address will be used for all e-mail
updates for the account.
7.You can change the frequency of your updates by
changing the defaults under How Often? Emailed
updates will be sent daily on the scheduled days starting
from the day after the schedule is set.
To be continued…! 

Saving your search & automatic email updates
8. Select the Format and either HTML or Text.
9. You may also change the maximum number of
items to be sent and add additional text, up
to 200 characters, to the automatic updates.
10. Click OK to save your search in My NCBI.
11. To change or create a schedule for a saved search
click the link under the Details column on your
list of My Saved Searches.
Finished! 

Notes about saving results:
• Links to Related Articles cannot be saved in My NCBI.
• Dates and date ranges are not recommended for saved
searches.
• Searches are listed by database (e.g., PubMed,
Nucleotide) in descending order by the date and time
they were originally saved.
• Click the arrows next to the column headings to sort
alphabetically by search name, last updated date, or by
the update schedule.

Another notes about saving results:
• The maximum number of searches is 100 per user name.
• Saved searches cannot be edited.
• Each My NCBI account can only have one e-mail
address.
• E-mail updates may be affected by e-mail filtering SPAM
software. Consider adding nih.gov domain to your email "safe list."

Confirmation e-mail for
automatic e-mail updates



An initial confirmation e-mail message will be
sent to activate My NCBI e-mail addresses.
Recipients must confirm their e-mail account
before My NCBI will automatically send
updates.

Running a saved search without
update limits
1. Sign in to My NCBI.
2. Click the My NCBI search name.
Note:This will not modify the Last
Updated date and time for the saved
search.

Checking for new citations since
you last updated a saved search
1. Sign in to My NCBI.
2. Information in the Saved Searches Last Updated column
display when the last update was generated either
automatically or manually. Mouse over the information
to display the explicit date.
3. Click the check box next to a search.
4. Click "What's New for Selected."
5. To display the new items, click the # new items link. This
also updates the saved search with the current date and
time.
Note: If you do not click # new items, the search date and time
are not updated.

The way that My NCBI updates:
My NCBI uses the following strategy, for searches with untagged terms and
searches that do not use Limits, to find new citations:
(Query AND T1 :T2 [MHDA]) NOT (Query [TIAB] AND
0001 :T1 [EDAT]) ; Where:
• Query = saved search.
• T1 = the date and time the search was last updated.
• T2 = today's date and time.

• 0001 = the date that will include all citations.
• [MHDA] = the search tag for the MeSH date. This field reflects the
date MeSH terms were added to the citation. (Note: until MeSH
terms are added, the MHDA value is the same as the EDAT.)
• [EDAT] = the search tag for the date the citation was added to
PubMed.
• [TIAB] = the search tag for words in the Title and Abstract fields.

Deleting a search
1. Sign in to My NCBI.
2. In the My NCBI Saved Searches section,
select the check box for a search to
select it.
3. Click Delete Selected.

Changing a saved search
1. Sign in to My NCBI.
2. Click Saved Search on the My NCBI sidebar.
3. Click the My NCBI search name for the saved
search you want to edit.
4. The saved search will run in PubMed without any
date limits, and the search will display in the query
box.
5. Edit, change or correct the search in the query
box and click Go to run the revised search.
6. Click the Save Search link next to query box.
7. Delete the old saved search.

Highlighting search terms
To highlight search terms as well as terms
that have been added by PubMed to enhance
your search choose a highlight color and
click OK.
 Highlighting is only active when you are
signed into My NCBI; the default user
preference is set to Off.


!GOOD LUCK
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